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Abstract

Recently, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) becomes the
hotspot in the field of computer vision tasks. Without in-
ductive bias, MLPs perform well on feature extraction and
achieve amazing results. However, due to the simplic-
ity of their structures, the performance highly depends on
the local features communication machenism. To further
improve the performance of MLP, we introduce informa-
tion communication mechanisms from brain-inspired neu-
ral networks. Spiking Neural Network (SNN) is the most
famous brain-inspired neural network, and achieve great
success on dealing with sparse data. Leaky Integrate and
Fire (LIF) neurons in SNNs are used to communicate be-
tween different time steps. In this paper, we incorporate
the machanism of LIF neurons into the MLP models, to
achieve better accuracy without extra FLOPs. We pro-
pose a full-precision LIF operation to communicate be-
tween patches, including horizontal LIF and vertical LIF
in different directions. We also propose to use group LIF
to extract better local features. With LIF modules, our
SNN-MLP model achieves 81.9%, 83.3% and 83.5% top-
1 accuracy on ImageNet dataset with only 4.4G, 8.5G and
15.2G FLOPs, respectively, which are state-of-the-art re-
sults as far as we know. The source code will be available at
https : //gitee.com/mindspore/models/tree/master/
research/cv/snn mlp.

1. Introduction

With the help of inductive bias, convolution neural net-
work (CNN) has become the most popular algorithm in
several computer vision tasks, including image classifica-
tion [19], semantic segmentation [52] and object detec-
tion [4, 18]. CNN is easier to train and has fewer parame-
ters compared with MLP, but inductive bias also limits its
learning ability. Nowadays, CNNs are facing challenges
from new types of vision backbones, like Transformers and
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MLPs. Transformers [47] are initially proposed in the area
of Nature Language Process (NLP), and researchers find
that the self-attention machenism is also suitable for com-
puter vision tasks [11]. MLP receives wide-spread atten-
tion in academics, researchers find that easy operations like
MLPs are as good as self-attention module. Without in-
ductive bias, MLPs show better learning ability on larger
datasets. The key point to utilize Transformers and MLPs is
to divide images into patches and then apply the calculation
to each patch. At present, one of the hotspots of research
is how to communicate between patches. Permutation [22]
and shift operation [30, 56] are the most common choice,
and they all achieve admirable results.

In terms of information communication, SNN [34] has a
mature mechanism to deal with it. SNN is a kind of brain-
inspired neural networks, and are frequently used to deal
with sparse data, such as dynamic vision sensor (DVS) [28].
The energy efficiency of SNN is highly competitive while
SNN suffers from accuracy loss compared with CNN. The
transformation from CNN/ANN to SNN often means up
to 10% accuracy drop on ImageNet and large time steps
up to hundreds and thousands. Recently, the researches
on SNN have been developed into two tracks. One shows
how to transform CNN to SNN more efficiently and loss-
less [40, 41]. The other shows how to train SNN directly
to achieve comparable accuracy with CNN [50, 59]. Now
state-of-the-art ANN-SNN conversion could adapt to clas-
sic CNN models with only 1%-2% accuracy drop while the
time step is larger than 1000 [41]. And state-of-the-art SNN
training method could achieve 5%-8% accuracy drop with
less than 10 time steps [50, 59]. More time steps mean
larger latency, so the performance of SNNs on general vi-
sion dataset like ImageNet is still not satisfying.

As we mentioned before, spiking neuron is used to com-
municate between different time step. In this paper, we
introduce the brain-inspired spiking neurons (i.e. the LIF
module in our paper) to communicate the information be-
tween patches in the MLP models. We utilize LIF neuron
in a full-precision manner to keep the information from the
input patches. Moreover, we propose the horizontal LIF and
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Figure 1. (a) FLOPs-Accuracy Pareto frontier. (b) Throughput-Accuracy Pareto frontier. The proposed SNN-MLP achieves the best results
among these MLPs on both FLOPs-Accuracy and Throughput-Accuracy trade-off.

vertical LIF to inhert the knowledge in different directions
and the group LIF to extract better local features. Exper-
iments on classification, segmenation and detection show
that the proposed SNN-MLP models can achieve the state-
of-the-art performance among existing MLPs. Especially,
the proposed model achieves 81.9%, 83.3% and 83.5% top-
1 accuracy on ImageNet dataset with only 4.4G, 8.5G and
15.2G FLOPs, respectively. The FLOPs-Accuracy Pareto
frontier is shown in Figure 1.

2. Related Works

2.1. Spiking Neural Networks

Spiking neural networks are a kind of brain-spired neural
networks. There are multiple spiking neural models, such
as leaky integrate and fire (LIF) [10], Hodgkin-Huxley (H-
H) [21] and Izhikevich [25]. The LIF model is most com-
monly used because it is simple and efficient to implement.

Different from CNNs, SNNs are not originally designed
with gradient-based supervised learning at first. Traditional
ways to train SNNs are spike timing dependent plasticity
(STDP) [35], which is a unsupervised learning method.
The main disadvantage of STDP is that global informa-
tion could not be used, which restrict the speed of con-
verge. This leads to the difficulty of its application on large
models. Therefore, several gradient-based training meth-
ods for SNN are proposed. Wu et al. propose explicitly
iterative LIF neuron [50] to make a faster and better train-
ing. Zheng et al. [59] propose threshold-dependent batch
normalization and further improve the direct training pro-
cess. The strength of gradient-based training method is that
the trained SNN only requires a few time steps, like t = 6
or t = 10, so the latency is acceptable. Unfortunately, al-
though many efforts have been made, there is still a signifi-
cant accuracy gap between direct-trained SNNs and CNNs.

Another way to obtain an SNN model is to convert
the well-trained ANNs/CNNs into SNNs. This conversion
can almost maintain the accuracy of original ANNs/CNNs.
Non-spiking ANNs/CNNs are trained normally at first and

then converted to spiking neurons [40, 41] by counting the
fire rate. Recently, there are some work to combine con-
version and training process, such as progressive conver-
sion [42] and conversion as an initialization [39]. However,
to compensate for the loss of accuracy in converting from
full precision to binary output, this conversion process al-
ways requires large time steps, so it is difficult to achieve
satisfying latency. Besides, the conversion algorithm has
poor performance on extra deep neural networks. To al-
leviate these problems, Li et al. [29] propose a calibration
method to improve the accuracy of converted SNN under
fewer steps, like T = 128 or T = 256. Even though, SNN
suffers from 7% accuracy loss on deep neural network Mo-
bileNet with T = 128.

With the development of training or conversion tech-
niques, the application range of SNNs is gradually ex-
panded. Some researchers have been exploring the possi-
bility of applying SNNs to various computer vision tasks,
including segmentation [27, 37] and detection [26]. In the
biomedical field, SNNs have received extensive attention
on tasks like MRI image segmentation [1] and ECG classi-
fication [54]. Meantime, there are many works on hardware
platforms of SNN, like TrueNorth [2] and Loihi [9]. Though
many efforts have been made, the accuracy of SNN is still
not the state-of-the-art.

2.2. Transformers and MLPs

Transformers [47] are widely used in NLP tasks, since
they can be highly parallelized. Vision Transformer
(ViT) [11] first introduces Transformer to classification
task and applies the Transformer Encoder to extrace fea-
tures. Transformers are soon used in various computer vi-
sion tasks, including detection [61] and low-level vision
tasks [3]. DeiT [46] proposes to use distillation to improve
the training process on the basis of ViT. TNT [16] proposes
to model the inner information of patches by embedding
Transformers into Transformers. Light-weight transformers
are also attracting attention, such as Lite-Transformer [51]
and ViT-Lite [17]. The latest researches, like CvT [49] and
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Figure 2. Framework of our proposed SNN-MLP.
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Figure 3. How we apply LIF neurons to the feature maps.

CMT [14], focus on merging CNN and Transformer to ab-
sorb the advantage of both architectures.

At the same time, the researchers find that replacing
complex multi-head self-attention operations with MLP
yields excellent results. In 1980s, MLPs were once all
the rage. Now MLPs are different from the older ones,
since they need to embed images to patches and then ex-
tract features on these patches. MLP-mixer [44] takes the
lead to claim that MLPs work as well as Transformers.
They use a permutation operation to communicate between
patches. The general structure of MLPs usually contains
two main parts, channel mixing module and token mixing
module (permutation, shift and etc.). The following works
are concentrating on improving the token mixing process.
ViP [22] permutes on H-C and W-C dimention to extract
features. S2-MLP [56], cycle-MLP [7] and AS-MLP [30]
use shift operation to interleave information from different
patches. Recently researchers are raising more new ideas
to aggregate token information better, like hierarchical re-
arrangement [15] and phase-aware representation [43]. As a
summary, the information communication mechanisms be-
tween tokens are important for the performance of MLP
models.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Framework

Here we first present the framework of our SNN-MLP
model, which is shown in the left of Figure 2. The detailed
structure of each module will be presented in the following
sections. The input image X is divided into patches with

size 3×p×p, in which p represents the height and width of
patch images, and then a following MLP layer embeds each
patch to an n dimension vector. Finally we get a n× H

p ×W
p

feature map. The feature map is fed into our four-stage LIF
blocks. One LIF block contains one LIF module and one
MLP module. In the LIF block, the LIF module is in charge
of the token mixing job while an MLP block is in charge
of the channel mixing job. If it is the last block of last three
stages, there is also a patch merging module which splits the
features of each 2×2 neighboring patches to four channels,
concatenates them, and then uses a linear layer to reduce
the number of channels to a half. Finally, the size of feature
maps become n× H

p×23 ×
W

p×23 . The classifier then generates
the probability vector from the final feature map.

The variants of SNN-MLP has different embedded di-
mensions and number of blocks. The embedded dimensions
n of tiny, small and base model are 96, 96, 128, respectively.
The number of blocks of stage 1, 2 and 4 is 2 for all vari-
ants, while the number of blocks of stage 3 is 6, 18, 18 for
different sizes.

3.2. Full-precision LIF

In this section, we give a brief introduction of the tradi-
tional LIF neuron and our modification on that. The behav-
ior of classical LIF model can be modeled as follows

o = 0,τ
du

dt
= −u+ I, u < Vth (1)

o = 1,u = ureset, u ≥ Vth (2)

where u is the membrane potential, I is the input from the
upper layers, τ is a time co-efficient, o is the output and Vth
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is the fire threshold of this neuron. While a spiking is fired,
the membrane potential u is reset to ureset.

Many efforts have been made to apply LIF neurons to
deep neural networks, the most successful trial is iterative
LIF [50].

ynt+1 =
∑

WTx, (3)

un
t+1 = τun

t (1− ont ) + ynt+1, (4)
ont+1 = un

t+1 > Vth. (5)

The subscript t represents the time step and superscript
n represents the layer index. The element W , x and y rep-
resents the weight, input and output, respectively. In this
paper, we want to adopt LIF machenism as a kind of to-
ken mixing method. Different from the accumulation on the
time domain in the traditional LIF neurons, we accumulate
and fire on the spatial domain instead. The t in the formula
represents the index of patches instead of time steps in our
design. Since the input feature is full-precision, we prefer a
full-precision output to keep the information in the patches.
To meet our needs, we propose the following full-precision
LIF function:

o = 0,τ
du

dt
= −u+ I, u < Vth (6)

o = u,u = ureset, u ≥ Vth (7)

We replace the output 1 with u, so the full-precision
information is reserved. Applying our full-precision LIF
model to the iterative LIF and then we get:

ynt+1 =
∑

WTx, (8)

un
t+1 = τun

t (1− ont ) + ynt+1, (9)
ont+1 = un

t+1 > Vth, (10)
rnt+1 = max(un

t+1, Vth). (11)

Noted that, rnt+1 is the final full-precision output of t+1
step and ont+1 is only a temporary variable to record the
output state of t + 1 step. The coefficient τ and Vth are
learnable. We discuss the initialization of τ and Vth in Sec-
tion 4.4. Then we get a full-precision iterative LIF neu-
ron which can communicate between patches since differ-
ent patches are regarded as different time steps.

With this explicitly iterative LIF neuron, the backpropa-
gation process can be finished by chain rule.

∂L

∂τ
=

∂L

∂rnt+1

∂rnt+1

∂un
t+1

t−1∑
i=0

(
∂un

t+1−i

∂τ
·

t+1∏
j=t+2−i

∂un
j

∂un
j−1

)

=
∂L

∂rnt+1

ont+1

t∑
i=0

(un
t−i(1− ont−i)

t+1∏
j=t+2−i

τ(1− onj−1)).

(12)

∂L

∂Vth
=

∂L

∂rnt+1

∂rnt+1

∂Vth
=

∂L

∂rnt+1

· (1− ont+1). (13)

∂L

∂ynt+1

=

end∑
i=t+1

∂L

∂ri

∂ri
∂ui

∂un
t+1

∂ynt+1

i∏
j=t+2

∂un
j

∂un
j−1

=

end∑
i=t+1

∂L

∂rni
· oni ·

i∏
j=t+2

τ(1− onj−1).

(14)

3.3. LIF Module

Algorithm 1 PyTorch-like code of SNN-MLP

def lif(x, dir=2):
for step in range(groups):

if dir == 2:
u, o, x[:,:,step::groups,:] =

lif(u, o, x[:,:,step::groups,:])
else:

u, o, x[:,:,:,step::groups] =
lif(u, o, x[:,:,:,step::groups])

return x
def lif_module_forward(x):

x = gelu(norm(mlp(x)))
x = gelu(norm(dwconv(x)))
x_v = gelu(mlp(vlif(x)))
x_h = gelu(mlp(hlif(x)))
x = mlp(norm(x_v + x_h))
return x

def mlp_module_forward(x):
x = dropout(gelu(mlp(x)))
x = gelu(mlp(x))
return x

def SNN_MLP_forward(x):
x = patch_embed_forward(x)
for i in range(4):

for j in range(block_num[i]):
x = lif_module_forward(x)
x = mlp_module_forward(x)
if j == 0 and i < 3:

x = patch_merging_forward(x)
x = classifier(x)
return x

Finally we give an introduction of our LIF module. The
structure of our LIF module is shown in Figure 2. Different
from AxialShift block, we add a dwconv after the first MLP
layer and replace the shift operations with our LIF neurons.
Since the iterative LIF neuron is essentially an activation
function, it is necessary to add a dwconv layer to the front
of the iterative LIF neuron.

The next problem is to determine the order to commu-
nicate between different patches. Following the ideas of
previous work [30], we communicate information on two
directions: vertical and horizontal. The way how Vertical
LIF and Horizontal LIF neuron work is shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art Transformer-based and
MLP-based models. Top-1 means the top-1 accuracy on Ima-
geNet1k dataset. The input resolution of all models is 224× 224.

#Param #FLOPs Top-1 (%)
gMLP-S [31] 20M 4.5G 79.4

ResMLP-S24 [45] 30M 6.0G 79.4
DeiT-S [46] 22M 4.6G 79.8

ViP-Small/14 [22] 30M - 80.5
Swin-T [32] 29M 4.5G 81.3

AS-MLP-T [30] 28M 4.4G 81.3
CvT-13 [49] 20M 4.5G 81.6

CycleMLP-B2 [7] 27M 3.9G 81.6
SNN-MLP-T(ours) 28M 4.4G 81.9

MLP-Mixer-B/16 [44] 59M 11.7G 76.4
S2-MLP-deep [56] 51M 10.5G 80.7

CvT-21 [49] 32M 7.1G 82.5
ViP-Medium/7 [22] 55M - 82.7

Swin-S [32] 50M 8.7G 83.0
CycleMLP-B4 [7] 52M 10.1G 83.0
AS-MLP-S [30] 50M 8.5G 83.1

SNN-MLP-S(ours) 50M 8.5G 83.3
S2-MLP-wide [56] 71M 14.0G 80.0
ResMLP-B24 [45] 116M 23.0G 81.0

gMLP-B [31] 73M 15.8G 81.6
DeiT-B [46] 86M 17.5G 81.8

ViP-Large/7 [22] 88M - 83.2
CycleMLP-B5 [7] 76M 12.3G 83.2

Swin-B [32] 88M 15.4G 83.5
AS-MLP-B [30] 88M 15.2G 83.3

SNN-MLP-B(ours) 88M 15.2G 83.5

The dimension of feature maps are (N,C,H,W ), while C
refers to the embedded dimension of each patch and H/W
refer to the height/width of patches. The middle and right
subfigures show our Vertical LIF and Horizontal LIF pro-
cess. Taking VLIF as an example, the first row is referred
as yn in formula (6). Then un

1 equals to yn and we get on1 by
compare un

1 with Vth. The output rn1 is only related to un
1

and Vth and the tensor on1 is just used to determine whether
un
1 is accumulated to un

2 . For the second step, we conduct
the same operation on the second row. The only difference
is that un

2 has accumulated values from part of un
1 which is

less than Vth. Repeat these steps and we get the final results.
The processing of HLIF is the same, except that the accu-
mulated vectors become column vectors. A PyTorch-style
code of our SNN-MLP model is shown in Algorithm 1. In
practice, we apply GroupNorm following [30].

3.4. Group LIF

For traditional SNNs, excessive time steps may lead to
the bad performance [20]. In our practice, we also find that
the global LIF performs bad sometimes, and we think this
may be due to the introduction of long-distance information

with weak correlations. Moreover, excessive time steps may
affect the efficiency of parallel computing. To avoid this
problem, we divide the feature maps into several groups and
apply LIF neurons to each group. With group LIF neurons,
closer patterns can communicate with each others. A simple
example of group = 2 horizontal LIF is shown in the right
of Figure 3. The 2nth column, n ∈ N, is sent to the LIF neu-
ron first. The values larger than Vth are to be retained, and
the others are set to Vth while their values are accumulated
to the corresponding element in the next column.

4. Experiments

We conduct experiments on classification, detection and
segmentation tasks to show the effectiveness of our SNN-
MLP models. All codes are implemented with Python-3.6,
PyTorch-1.7 [36] and MindSpore-1.5 [24].

4.1. Classification

We report our experimental results on ImageNet-1k
dataset. ImageNet-1k contains about 1.28M training im-
ages and 50K validation images, which are divided into
1000 classes. These images are all RGB images with vari-
ous shapes. We follow the general input transformations to
resize the shorter side to 256 and then crop the whole image
to 224× 224.

Our training strategy follows Swin Transformer [32].
We use AdamW [33] optimizer to train our model for 300
epochs. The initial learning rate is 0.001 with cosine de-
cay. The first 20 epochs are used to warm up the training
process. The models are trained on 8 GPUs with batch size
1024. The weight decay is set as 0.05. We also apply label
smooth and drop path techniques during the training pro-
cess.

We evaluate our models (SNN-MLP-T, SNN-MLP-S
and SNN-MLP-B) on ImageNet1k. The results are shown
in Table 1. We divide models into three groups according
to their parameters and FLOPs. For the tiny models, the
number of paramters and FLOPS is below 30M and 6.0G,
respectively. Our SNN-MLP-T model achieves 81.9% top-
1 accuracy, which beats other models including gMLP-S,
ResMLP-S24, ViP-Small/14, AS-MLP-T and CycleMLP-
B2. For the small models, the number of parameters and
FLOPs is below 60M and 12.0G. Our SNN-MLP-S model
also beats other models with 83.3% top-1 accuracy. For the
large models, our SNN-MLP-B model achieves 83.5% top-
1 accuracy. Compared with AS-MLP models, the number
of FLOPs and parameters is all the same since our frame-
work is almost the same as AS-MLP models and the LIF
modules introduce little extra computing, but the accuracy
is improved by 0.6%, 0.2% and 0.2% for tiny, small and
base model, respectively.
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Table 2. Results on COCO datasets

Method Backbone APb APb
50 APb

75 APm APm
50 APm

75 #Param #FLOPs

Mask
R-CNN [18]

ResNet-50 [19] 41.0 61.7 44.9 37.1 58.4 40.1 44M 260G
PVT-Small [32] 43.0 65.3 46.9 39.9 62.5 42.8 44M 245G

Swin-T [32] 46.0 68.2 50.2 41.6 65.1 44.8 48M 264G
AS-MLP-T [30] 46.0 67.5 50.7 41.5 64.6 44.5 48M 260G

SNN-MLP-T 46.0 67.9 50.9 41.6 64.9 44.7 48M 261G
ResNet-101 [19] 42.8 63.2 47.1 38.5 60.1 41.3 63M 336G

PVT-Medium [32] 44.2 66.0 48.2 40.5 63.1 43.5 64M 305G
Swin-S [32] 48.5 70.2 53.5 43.3 67.3 46.6 69M 354G

AS-MLP-S [30] 47.8 68.9 52.5 42.9 66.4 46.3 69M 346G
SNN-MLP-S 48.0 69.1 52.6 42.8 66.2 46.3 69M 346G

Cascade
Mask

R-CNN [4]

DeiT-S [46] 48.0 67.2 51.7 41.4 64.2 44.3 80M 889G
ResNet-50 [19] 46.3 64.3 50.5 40.1 61.7 43.4 82M 739G

Swin-T [32] 50.5 69.3 54.9 43.7 66.6 47.1 86M 745G
AS-MLP-T [30] 50.1 68.8 54.3 43.5 66.3 46.9 86M 739G

SNN-MLP-T 50.3 68.9 54.6 43.6 66.5 47.1 86M 739G
ResNeXt101-32 [53] 48.1 66.5 52.4 41.6 63.9 45.2 101M 819G

Swin-S [32] 51.8 70.4 56.3 44.7 67.9 48.5 107M 838G
AS-MLP-S [30] 51.1 69.8 55.6 44.2 67.3 48.1 107M 824G

SNN-MLP-S 51.4 70.0 55.6 44.4 67.3 48.3 107M 825G

4.2. Detection

We evaluate our models on COCO dataset, which con-
tains 118K training data and 5K validation data. We imple-
ment our models with mmdet-v2.11 [5] framework and we
evaluate our backbone on two famous detection methods:
Mask R-CNN [18] and Cascade R-CNN [4]. To compare
fairly, we train our models with the same training strategies
as AS-MLP models. We use AdamW optimizer with 0.0001
initial learning rate, and the batch size is set as 2× 8 GPUs.
The weight decay is 0.05. We also apply the multi-scale
training strategy to scale the shorter side between 480 and
800 and the longer side at most 1333. For evaluation, we
use single scale (800, 1333) without flipping. Pre-trained
models on ImageNet-1k are used to initialize the backbones
and then models are trained 36 epochs on COCO training
sets (3x schedule).

The results are shown in Table 2. Our SNN-MLP mod-
els have almost the same #FLOPs and #Param as AS-
MLP models. Our SNN-MLP-T and SNN-MLP-S achieve
46.0 APb / 41.6 APm and 47.9 APb / 42.7 APm with
Mask R-CNN method, and achieve 50.3 APb / 43.6 APm

and 51.4 APb / 44.4 APm with Cascade Mask R-CNN
method, respectively. We can find that our SNN-MLP
backbones achieve better results than AS-MLP models, and
are also comparable with state-of-the-art backbone Swin-
Transformer.

4.3. Sementic Segmentation

We conduct experiments on the ADE20K, which is a
widely-used semantic segmentation dataset. ADE20K con-
tains 20K training images and 2K evaluation images. We

choose UperNet method to compare with AS-MLP and im-
plement with mmseg-v0.11 [8] framework. Same as AS-
MLP, we use AdamW optimizer, 6e−5 initial learning rate
2 × 8 GPUs and 0.01 weight decay. For data aumenta-
tion, we apply random resize with ratio range (0.5, 2.0),
random flip with probability 0.5, random crop with max ra-
tio 0.75 and photo metric distortion. The input images are
finally cropped as the 512 × 512 resolution. While eval-
uating, we apply multi-scale augmentation and the ratios
are set as (0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75). we train the mod-
els for 160K iterations and ImageNet-1k pre-trained models
are used to initialize the backbones.

The results are shown in Table 3. Our SNN-MLP-T,
SNN-MLP-S and SNN-MLP-B models achieve 46.5, 49.0
and 49.4 multi-scale mIoU, which is comparable with AS-
MLP models. Besides, our models achieve 45.6, 48.1 and
48.4 single-scale mIoU, which is obviously better than the
Swin Transformer backbone.

4.4. Ablation Study

In this section, we explore the best settings of hyper-
parameters, including group of LIF neurons, LIF parameter
Vth and τ . The effectiveness of our LIF module is also eval-
uated. All experiments are based on SNN-MLP-T model.

We train and evaluate four types of models, shown in
Figure 4, and the results are shown in Table 5. The orig-
inal AS-MLP-T model achieves only 81.3% Top-1 accu-
racy, while the dwconv+shift module (Figure 4(b)) achieves
81.66%. We can find that our dwconv and LIF neurons to-
gether achieve the best accuracy 81.87%, which validates
the effectiveness of both of them.

The comparison of different τ and Vth settings is shown
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Table 3. Results on ADE20K datasets

Method Backbone Val #Param #FLOPsms mIoU ss mIoU
DANet [12]

ResNet-101 [19]

45.2 - 69M 1119G
Dlab.V3+ [6] 44.1 - 63M 1021G
ACNet [13] 45.9 - - -
DNL [55] 46.0 - 69M 1249G

OCRNet [57] 45.3 - 56M 923G
UperNet [52] 44.9 - 86M 1029G
OCRNet [57] HRNet-w48 [48] 45.7 - 71M 664G
DLab.v3+ [6] ResNeSt-101 [58] 46.9 - 66M 1051G
DLab.v3+ [6] ResNeSt-200 [58] 48.4 - 88M 1381G

SETR [60] T-Large 50.3 - 308M -

UperNet [52]

DeiT-S [46] 44.0 - 52M 1099G
Swin-T [32] 45.8 44.5 60M 945G
Swin-S [32] 49.5 47.6 81M 1038G
Swin-B [32] 49.7 48.1 121M 1188G

AS-MLP-T [30] 46.5 - 60M 937G
AS-MLP-S [30] 49.2 - 81M 1024G
AS-MLP-B [30] 49.5 - 121M 1166G

UperNet [52]
SNN-MLP-T 46.5 45.6 60M 937G
SNN-MLP-S 49.0 48.1 81M 1025G
SNN-MLP-B 49.4 48.4 121M 1167G

Table 4. Comparison with traditional SNN models

Model Method Activation Timestep #param FLOPs Accuracy
ResNet-34 [19] ANN-SNN conversion [23] binary 768 22M 3.7G 71.6%
ResNet-34 [19] Hybrid Training [39] binary 250 22M 3.7G 61.5%
ResNet-34 [19] STBP-tdBN [59] binary 6 22M 3.7G 63.7%
ResNet-34 [19] Calibration [29] binary 256 22M 3.7G 74.6%

RegNetX-4GF [38] Calibration [29] binary 256 21M 4.0G 77.5%
SNN-MLP-T - fp32 - 28M 4.4G 81.9%

Table 5. Ablation study of LIF neuron
Index Dwconv AxialShift FP LIF Accuracy

(a)
√

81.3% [30]
(b)

√ √
81.66%

(c)
√

81.56%
(d)

√ √
81.87%

Table 6. Ablation study of τ and Vth

Learnable Init Top-1 Accuracy
τ Vth

× 0.25 0 81.49
× 0.25 0.25 80.98√

0.25 0 81.68√
0.25 0.25 81.87√
0.5 0.5 81.52

in Table 6. We can see that learnable τ and Vth are signif-
icantly better than unlearnable ones. For learnable values,
reasonable initial values also make differences on the final
results. From the results of our experiments, the initial value
0.25 for both τ and Vth is better than others. We apply 0.25
/ 0.25 to all our classification, detection and segmentation
experiments.

Table 7. Comparison of different LIF groups
LIF groups 2 4 7 Inf

Accuracy (%) 81.60 81.87 81.68 81.53

We also explore the optimal hyper-parameter g, which
represents the group number of LIF neuron. We evaluate the
results under several different g and the results are shown in
Table 7. The Inf in the table means that we apply global
LIF instead of group LIF. We can find that the performance
of global LIF significantly worse than group LIF, and the
highest accuracy shows when g = 4. So we adapt g = 4 in
all other experiments.

4.5. Comparison with SNNs

Here we also make a brief comparison between our
SNN-MLP models and traditional SNN models, shown in
Table 4. As we mentioned in Section 2.1, conversion-based
methods, including ANN-SNN conversion [23] and calibra-
tion [29], may achieve acceptable accuracy while large time
steps (over 250 steps) are required. This leads to the unac-
ceptable latency. Another way is to train the SNN models
directly, like STBP series, which requires less time steps but
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Figure 4. Modules compared in the ablation study.

get worse performance on accuracy. Compared with tradi-
tional SNN methods, at the cost of using full-precision ac-
tivations instead of binary activations, our SNN-MLP mod-
els achieve much better accuracy without the requirement
of time steps.

4.6. Discussion of Various LIF Modules
Table 8. Comparison of various LIF modules

Method Add LIF Sub GELU Sub AS
Accuracy 81.38% 81.21% 81.87%

We also make attempts to incorporate LIF neurons with
MLP in different ways. We try to directly add LIF neurons
to the end of each stage of AS-MLP models or subtitute
GELU activations in MLP modules. Both choices are not
as good as our final models, which actually replace the ax-
ial shift modules. A comparison experiment based on AS-
MLP-T model is shown in Table 8. We can find that add
LIF neurons and substitute GELUs only achieve 81.38%
and 81.21%, respectively, which is much lower than our fi-
nal choice.

4.7. Visualization

We provide some visualization results to help understand
our design. The leaky-fire process actually removes some
noise and unimportant information, and the integrate pro-
cess makes some compensations to avoid the complete loss
of information. From Figure 5, we can find that the LIF
neurons extract better texture features compared with Ax-

ialShift modules, and the AxialShift modules just make it
more like the original images.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we incorporate the machanism of LIF neu-
rons into the MLP models to further improve their accu-
racies. We propose a full-precision LIF operation to com-
munication between patches, in which we replace the time
step with the spatial patches. Besides, we propose the group
LIF to extract better local features. With these methods,
we design the LIF module which contains horizontal LIF
and vertical LIF to deal with features in different direc-
tions. We evaluate our methods on different computer vi-
sion tasks, including classification, detection and semen-
tic segmentation. On ImageNet-1k dataset, our SNN-MLP
models achieve 81.9%, 83.3% and 83.5% top-1 accuracy
for different scales, and all of them are higher than the
base AS-MLP models. For detection and sementic seg-
mentation tasks, we evaluate on the COCO and ADE20k
dataset respectively, and all achieve comparable results with
state-of-the-art backbones, including AS-MLP and Swin-
Transformer. Finally, we conduct several ablation studies to
show the effectiveness of our methods.

In the future, we would continue to explore and improve
the utility of our LIF neurons in various vision tasks includ-
ing detection and sementic segmentations. And we would
also try to incorporate LIF neurons with more MLP and
Transformer backbones.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 5. Visualization results. (a) Original image. (b)(c) Feature maps of the 1st/2nd blocks of AS-MLP-T model. (d)(e) Feature maps of
the 1st/2nd blocks of SNN-MLP-T model. (f)(g) GradCAM results of AS-MLP-T and SNN-MLP-T.
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